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ABSTRACT: Syllabuses are used to ensure consistency between educational institutions. A modularized syllabus contains
weightages assigned to different units of a subject.  Different criteria like Bloom’s taxonomy, learning outcomes etc., have
been used for evaluating the syllabus coverage of a question paper. But we have not come across any work that focuses on
syntactic text similarity evaluation of unit contents with the question contents in order to estimate the syllabus coverage of
a question paper. Hence in this paper we address the problem of measuring the syllabus coverage of an examination question
paper by using the order based word-to-word syntactic similarity metric. Text preprocessing techniques are used to extract
multiple words and its associated locations from textual contents in the question paper and also in the respective syllabus
file. Comparison of word order vectors of units with word order vectors of questions results in generation of the corresponding
common word pair question vector and common word pair syllabus vector. The common word pair vectors assist in computing
the similarity measure between question vector and unit vector, representing the similarity measures in a question-to-unit
similarity matrix and selecting the maximal similarity measure among the set of computed common word pair vectors. The
maximal similarity measures are used as a guideline in grouping the unit-wise questions, matching its weightage against
Syllabus File and evaluating the syllabus coverage of the question paper. The result of syllabus coverage evaluation can be
used as a guideline by the subject expert or question paper setter or question paper moderator to revise the questions of
examination question paper accordingly.
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1. Introduction

The effectiveness of an educational system basically depends upon the usefulness and success of its examination system.
Examination is an organized system of evaluating and estimating the academic abilities of students and it provides feedback to
the instructors to improve upon their teaching methodology [1-2]. It can also be considered as a means of measuring knowledge,
skills, feelings, intelligence, or aptitude of a student or a group. Written examination is a conventional yet a universal tool to
evaluate the student’s performance in the educational area. The efficiency of written examination in assessing student’s ability
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is very much dependent on the questions included in the examination question paper [3].  The set of questions for an examina-
tion question paper are generally selected by question paper setter or question paper moderator who need not necessarily be
the instructor who teaches the same subject. Paper setters are not assured to have the knowledge about the importance of unit
weight ages which act as a base in allocating the percentage of marks under each unit and thereby providing restriction to the
selection of limited number of questions satisfying the unit weightage under each unit. Accordingly, the paper setter selected
question set does not guarantee to provide proper syllabus coverage.  In order to overcome this limitation, we propose an order
based word-to-word syntactic similarity metric. The metric acts as a guideline in computing the similarity measure of common
word pair vectors of question vector and unit vector, support in representing the similarity measures in a question-to-unit
similarity matrix, assist in identifying the maximal similarity measures among the computed question-to-unit match and finally
apply it for evaluating the syllabus coverage of the question paper. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
literature review. Methodology adopted is explained in section 3. The problem statement and experimental results are given in
section 4 and 5 respectively. Section6 discuss the performance evaluation and finally section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

A syllabus file provides assistance to the instructors in knowing what must be taught and what is not required. It  highlight the
information about how to plan for teaching  a subject, how to evaluate and monitor students’ performance in the subject, and
how to allocate time and resources to areas in which more learning is required. The particular structure that a syllabus includes
varies greatly with the type of course that it details. A syllabus can serve students as a model of professional thinking and
writing. Each unit in the syllabus file is given a weightage that correspond to the number of lecture hours to be used by the
instructor to teach that unit. The weightage also indicates the importance assigned to that unit which is used by the instructor
to decide on the depth to which the topics in that unit should be covered, considered by the paper setter to decide on the
allocation of marks under each unit and used by the students to allocate   time-schedule for each unit while preparing for an
examination. Syllabus file is always acting as a benchmark while selecting the questions for the generation of examination
question papers. Question papers can include either open-ended or closed-ended questions matching to the syllabus file. The
easiest type of questions is closed questions or multiple-choice questions. However, multiple-choice questions cannot determine
the skills of students in writing and expressing. At present, educators prefer to have essay questions to grade more realistically
the students’ skills. Open questions are considered to be the most appropriate, because they are the most natural and they
produce a better degree of thought. They help to evaluate the understanding of ideas, the students’ ability to organize material
and develop reasoning, and to evaluate the originality of proper thoughts. Use of open-ended question evaluation tools is good
for understanding the different cognitive skills. Several methodologies have been proposed to solve the problems in automatic
evaluation of open-ended and closed-ended questions. Some of them are summarized as follows-

In [4] Chang et al. made a comparative study between the different scoring methods. They also studied the different types of
exams and their effect on reducing the possibility of guessing in multiple choice questions. In multiple choice question type, the
evaluation by using the set of correct answers is the traditional method. But this method does not respect the order of answers
[5]. There is also the evaluation by using vector concept. It is more complicated but does not respect the order of the answer so
that the solution need not have to be exactly similar to the template of the model answer [6]. Reference [7] proposed a fuzzy
cognitive map to determine the concept dependencies. It applies the network graphic representation. Fuzzy concepts are used
to represent domain concepts’ knowledge dependencies and adaptive learning system knowledge representation. It also
represents the concept’s impact strength over the other related concepts.

Existing methods for computing text similarity have focused mainly on either large documents or individual words [8]. In [3] the
fairness of a question paper is evaluated by measuring the relevance of its questions with the individual verbs in different
cognitive levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy. Bloom’s taxonomy is a classification system of educational objectives based on the level
of student understanding necessary for achievement or mastery.  Educational researcher Benjamin Bloom and colleagues have
suggested six different cognitive stages with its corresponding verbs in order to represent the intellectual activity at different
stages of learning such as Knowledge, Comprehension, Application, Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation [9].  Reference [10]
implemented the prototype of a knowledge-based system that assists instructors in preparing a course syllabus which not only
contains all vital components of a typical syllabus but also is prepared in accordance with the pedagogical principles especially
Bloom’s taxonomy in a consistent format prescribed by the institution. The relevant information made available through this
system allows instructors to phrase each question for assessing associated learning outcome. The proposed system was found
to be useful for instructors in developing and generating Bloom’s taxonomy compliant formative and summative assessment
instruments.
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The Vector Space Model (VSM) is a popular information retrieval system implementation which facilitates the representation of
a set of sentences as vectors in the term space [11]. Text pre-processing techniques are used for extracting the words and their
associated locations from contents of question paper and syllabus file. A domain based WordNet is proposed to get incorporated
in this work to handle the synonyms of the question content as well as the syllabus content. The taxonomy verbs occurring in
the syllabus content as well as in the question content are identified by matching them against the Bloom’s taxonomy verbs and
are eliminated at the pre-processing stage. The extracted words are used for the generation of question vectors and syllabus
vectors. Similarity matrix consisting of a set of question vectors and a set of syllabus vectors is a two dimensional matrix
representing the pair-wise similarity of question vector with unit vector. Pair-wise similarity computation can be performed on
different similarity measures. Cosine Similarity Coefficient is a common measure [12] to assign a similarity score to each pair of
compared question vectors and syllabus vectors. But the major limitation of cosine which represent the terms as bags of words
is that the underlying sequential information provided by the ordering of the words is typically getting lost. In [13] we performed
the syllabus fairness evaluation using cosine similarity metric. The results obtained were not promising as tf-idf calculation
could not assign higher weights to the terms that frequently occur within the syllabus content. The inclusion of idf in the term-
weight calculation made considerable decrease in the weights of many of the frequent terms even though they were relevant.
Hence we proposed to focus on computing the similarity between question content and syllabus content on the basis of word-
to-word syntactic similarity metric. Sentences containing the same words but in different orders may result in very different
meaning. It is easy to manually process such word order information. However the incorporation of word order into computational
methods for understanding natural language is a challenging task. Word order similarity can reflect the order of a pair of the same
words in two sentences. It indicates the word order regardless of the location of the word pair in an individual sentence. Word
order similarity measure between two sentence vectors is calculated as a normalized difference of word order. The measure is
sensitive to the distance between two words of the word pair. If the distance increases, the measure decreases. The word order
similarity measure is generally 1.0 for identically ordered word vectors and is in the range of 0.0 to 1.0 for non-ordered or partially
ordered vectors. Word order similarity measure remains as one of the best measure to find the similarity between sequential
words in sentences and is increasing its popularity due to its simple interpretation and easy computation.

3. Methodology

The procedure for finding similarity between question content and syllabus content using word order similarity measure follows
the steps as below-

• Pre-processing of Question Content and Syllabus Content

• Computing Question-Vs-Syllabus Similarity Matrix

• Displaying Syllabus Coverage of Question Paper

A brief description of the approaches used for performing each of the above steps is given below-

3.1 Pre-processing of Question Content and Syllabus Content
The five sub-steps involved in pre-processing the question content and respective syllabus content is as follows:

3.1.1  Tokenization
The set of question contents of a question paper as well as the set of unit-wise contents of syllabus are treated as sequence of
words (or ordered words), which are then partitioned into a list of words with their associated locations.

3.1.2   Filtering Stop Words
Stop words are frequently occurring, insignificant words within the question content and also in the syllabus content and are
eliminated.

3.1.3 Filtering Taxonomy Verbs
The taxonomy verbs within the question content as well as the syllabus contents are identified and eliminated. Details of verb
and question examples that represent intellectual activity at each level of Bloom’s taxonomy can be found in [3].

3.1.4 Stemming Words
Stemming is a heuristic process of cutting off the ends of words of question content as well as syllabus content for getting the
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correct root form of the word. There are various word stemmers available for English text and the most commonly used Porter
stemmer is considered.

3.1.5 Normalization
The idea behind normalization is to convert all words which mean the same, but written in different forms (e.g. CPU and C.P.U)
into the same form. We are using the following techniques for performing word normalization-

• Lowercase  the words

• Remove special characters

3.2 Computing Question-Vs-Syllabus Similarity Matrix
The similarity matrix computation is carried out by considering the matrix representation of vectors which is a natural extension
of the existing VSM. Matrix representation considers the questions of a question paper as the row headers and units of the
syllabus file as the column headers of the matrix. Each question is represented as a vector of question-words and each unit of
the syllabus file is considered as a vector of syllabus-words. In the multidimensional matrix of N questions and M units say N
× M matrix, each pair of question-word vector and syllabus-word vector gets compared to determine how identical they are by
using word order similarity measure. The word order similarity between question vector and syllabus vector say QV1 and SV1
is computed in a two step process. In the first step, the common words in QV1 and SV1 are identified and are inserted in the same
order in which they appear into two other common word vectors say QCWV1 and SCWV1. In the second step, a unique index
number that represent the order in which the words appear in QCWV1, is identified for each word in QCWV1 and is inserted to
the corresponding index vector say QINV1. Based on these unique index numbers in QCWV1, we also assign respective unique
index numbers to words in SWV1 and insert it to the corresponding index vector say SINV1.  The word order similarity of
question-vector and syllabus-vector is calculated by using the following formula

Similarity (QV1, SV1) = (1 − (norm (QV1, SV1))

where, norm (QV1, SV1) which normalizes the difference of common word order pairs in QV1 and SV1 can be expanded in the
following manner.

 norm (QV1, SV1) =

Σ
 n

 i = 1

| (QINV1 [i] −  SINV1[i] ) |

Σ
 n

 i = 1

| (QINV1 [i] + SINV1[i] ) |

Sample of a similarity matrix with computed pair-wise similarity say smx, y for n  questions and m units is represented in Table 1
below. The computation of similarity of n questions with m units is carried out by calculating the similarity of  n × m pairs of
question vectors and syllabus vectors.

SV1 SV2 SV3 SV4 SV5 … SVm

QV1 sm
11

sm
12

sm
13

sm
14

sm
15

… sm
1m

QV2 sm
21

sm
22

sm
23

sm
24

sm
25

… sm
2m

QV3 sm
31

sm
32

sm
33

sm
34

sm
35

… sm
3m

QV4 sm
41

sm
42

sm
43

sm
44

sm
45

sm
4m

QV5 sm
51

sm
52

sm
53

sm
54

sm
55

… sm
5m

… … … … … … …

QV
n

sm
mm

3.3 Displaying Syllabus  Coverage of Question Paper
The computed similarity matrix is used to generate unit-wise question groups, calculate unit-wise question groups’ weightage

Table 1. Similarity Matrix Representation

(1)

(2)
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Total Number of  QV1 to SV1 Matches Retrieved by Tool

Number of Relevant QV1 to SV1 Matches Retrieved by Tool
Precision (P) =

Recall (R)  =
Number of Relevant QV1 to SV1 Matches Retrieved by Tool

Total number of QV1 to SV1 Matches Given by Paper Setter

F-measure = P + R

(2 × P × R)

4. Problem Formulation

4.1 Problem Statement
Given a question paper of subject S consisting of N questions represented as  QP (S) ={qst

1
, qst

2
,…, qst

N
} and a syllabus file of

S consisting of M  units represented as SF (S) = {unt
1
, unt

2
, …, unt

M
}, the problem is to  find unit-wise similar question groups

UQG
1
, UQG

1
 ,.....,UQG

k
.
 
 A question qst

i
 can be said to belong to unt

j
 if similarity (qst

i
, unt

j
) > = ∂ “where” ∂ is the user input

threshold value to find the similarity.

The similarity (qst
i 
, unt

j
) function could use any of the similarity measures available. We have used word order similarity to

perform the experimental study. The main modules of this algorithm are shown in Figure1.

Syllabus
Coverage
Evaluator

Compute
Syllabus
Coverage

Evaluate
Maximal
Question
Syllabus
Match

Generate
Question
Syllabus
Similarity

Matrix

Extract
Syllabus
Words

Extract
Question
Words

The brief details of modules are presented below–

4.1.1 Extract-Question-Words
Input qst

i 
(i  = 1 to N) and for each qst

i 
it extracts words with their associated locations, qt

ij 
[j]  ( j =1 to N

i 
)

4.1.2 Extract-Syllabus-Terms
Input unt

j 
(j =1 to M) and for each unt

i 
 in the syllabus file, it extracts words with their associated locations, st

jk 
[k] 

 
(k =1 to M

j 
).

4.1.3 Generate-Question-Syllabus-Similarity-Matrix
Input question-words qt

ij 
(j =1 to N

i
) for all qst

i 
(i =1 to N) and also syllabus-words st

jk 
(k =1 to M

j
) for all unt

j 
(j =1 to M).

Figure 1. Main modules of Syllabus-Fairness Evaluator

and compare the calculated weightage against the actual unit-weightage in the syllabus file. The syllabus coverage evaluation
carried out using the similarity matrix is considered as a good measure by the question paper setter or question paper moderator
to revise the questions of a question paper. Choosing suitable threshold value for similarity computation is a difficult task and
it is problem dependent.  We have considered 0.50 as the threshold value for better recall of questions while generating question
groups that satisfy the paper setter specified requirements. Precision, Recall and F-measure are commonly used as the metrics
to evaluate the accuracy of predictions and the coverage of accurate pairs of comparisons in the question to syllabus matching
system. They are computed as

(3)

(4)

(5)
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For each pair of question-words qst
i 
 and syllabus-words unt

j 
 compute

 
similarity (qst

i
 unt

j 
) for i =1 to N and j =1 to M using any

standard similarity measuring scheme. Represent the result as a Question-Syllabus-Similarity-Matrix.

4.1.4 Evaluate-Best-Question-Syllabus-Match
For each question in the Question-Syllabus-Similarity-Matrix, it finds the highest value of similarity among the set of computed
similarity (qst

i
 , unt

j 
) >= ∂,  for i =  to N and j =1 to M. If the highest value of similarity does not get identified for a question, then

the question is considered to be indirectly associated with the syllabus and is represented as indirect question else the question
is considered to be directly associated with the syllabus and is represented as direct question.

4.1.5 Compute-Syllabus-Coverage
Under each unit, it performs the summation of the marks of direct questions and represents the result of summation as unit-
direct-question-mark. Also it identifies whether the unit-direct-question-mark of each unit satisfies-the-unit-weightage of the
syllabus file. The term satisfies-the-unit-weightage means that the unit-direct-question-mark is less-than-or-equal-to (<=) the
unit-weightage. If the unit-direct-question-mark is greater-than-or-equal-to (>=) the unit-weightage, then the value of unit-
direct-question-mark gets replaced with the value of unit-weightage. This replacement process is carried out to limit the value of
unit-direct-question-mark to the extent to which it matches with the unit-weightage. At the next stage, it adds up the unit-direct-
question-mark of all the units and represents the result of addition as direct-question-weightage. Using the direct-question-
weightage, it computes the Syllabus Coverage of the question paper. The computed coverage is represented as Poor or Average
or Good or Excellent depending upon whether the percentage of direct-question-weightage falls in the range of 0−40 or 41−60 or
61−80 or 81−100 respectively.

4.2  Algorithm for Syllabus-Coverage-Evaluator

4.2.1 Algorithm for Question-Word-Extraction

Figure 2. Sample dataset of IT Question paper with 28 questions
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// Extract Question-Words and its associated locations by stop-word removal, taxonomy verb removal and stemming
QT = { }
For i =1 to N
Extract words from qst

i 
and store it in array qt

i 
[ ]

Remove the stop-words from qt
i 
[ ]

Remove taxonomy verbs from qt
i 
[ ]

Extract the stem of each word in qt
i 
[ ]

QT = QT
 
U qt

i 
 [ ]

End For
Output of Question-Word-Extraction, QT = {qt

1 
[ ], qt

2 
[ ],qt

3 
[ ],…, qt

N 
[ ]}

4.2.2 Algorithm for Syllabus-Term-Extraction
// Extract Syllabus-Words and its associated locations by stop-word removal, taxonomy verb removal and stemming
ST = { }
For  j = 1 to M
Extract words from unt

j 
and store it in array st

j 
[ ]

Remove the stop-words from st
j 
 [ ]

Extract the stem of each term in st
j 
 [ ]

ST = ST
 
U st

j
 [ ]

End For
Output of Syllabus-Word-Extraction, ST = {st

1
[ ], st

2 
[ ], st

3
 [ ], …, st

M 
[ ]}

4.2.3 Algorithm for Syllabus-Coverage-Evaluation
//Evaluate-Syllabus-Coverage
Input:   QT = {qt

1
[ ], qt

2 
[ ], qt

3 
[ ],…, qt

N 
[ ]}   // set of questions in the question paper

Figure 3. Sample dataset of IT Syllabus File
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                ST = {st
1
[ ], st

2 
[ ], st

3
 [ ],…, st

M 
[ ] } // set of units in the syllabus file

where
      qt

i  
= {qt

i1
, qt

i2
, qt

i3
,…, qt

ip 
} for p = 1 to count (qst

i 
terms)   //set of terms in question i

      st
j 
= { st

j1
, st

j2
, st

j3
,…, st

jq 
} for q = 1 to count (unt

j 
terms)   //set of terms in syllabus  j

      N
 
= {qst

1
, qst

2
,…, qst

N
}  // number of selected questions

      M = {unt
1
, unt

2
,…, unt

M 
} // number of selected units

      Threshold  =  ∂    // threshold value for similarity computation

Output: k Unit_Question_Group UQG
1
, UQG

2
...., UQG

k 
where UQG

k 
consist of  a set of qst

i 
 questions of QP (S)

// Form  unit-wise question groups and  verify its syllabus coverage

Begin
// Initialization
cnt = 0  //counter for number of question-groups
direct_question_percentage = 0  //count  percentage of direct questions
unit_question_set = [ ]
// Unitwise-Question-Group-Formulation
//Compare the unit-wise marks of questions of QP(S) with the corresponding unit-wise weightages in the syllabus
For i =1 to M
           cnt = cnt  + 1
// Formulate unit-wise new question groups

Figure 4. Screenshot with Paper Setter Input for Syllabus Coverage Evaluation

’
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          UQG
i 
= New_Unit_Question_Group (unt

i 
, cnt)

   For  j =1 to N
           If qst

j 
not in unit_question_set then

// Maximal-Question-Syllabus-Match using Similarity-Matrix
              If similarity (qst

j 
, unt

i
) >= ∂  then

                  temp = similarity (qst
j
 , unt

i
)

                 For k =1 to M
                     If similarity (qst

j 
,unt

k
) > temp then

                          Exit for
                    End if

// Appending questions to each question-groupsiteratively
                   Add qst

j 
to New_Unit_Question_Group p

                           unit_question_set = unit_question_set + qst
j

              End For
         End If
     End If
           End For

Figure 5. Extracted list of Terms of Syllabus File and Question Paper
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        End For

// Evaluate Syllabus-Coverage using marks of unit-wise questions in question-groups
For i = 1 to cnt
Accept Unit_Question_Group (unt

i 
, i)

marks_unt
i
 = sum (marks of all questions of Unit_Question_Group (unt

i 
,i ))

  If marks_unt
i  

<= syllabus-weight(unt
i
) then

    direct_question_perc = direct_question_perc + marks_unt
i

 Else
   direct_question_perc = direct_question_perc + syllabus-weight (unt

i 
)

        End If
      End For
     End

5. Implementation Details

5.1 Hardware and Software Platform Used
Implementation is done using Microsoft Visual Basic .NET as Front End Tool and SQL Server as Back End Tool on a 2GHz
processor with 1GB RAM.

5.1.1 Datasets used
The question paper of the first year of three year bachelor’s degree course of computer science (B.Sc Computer Science) for
Information technology subject examination at Goa University contains 28 questions.  The syllabus file for this subject includes
5 units. Details of experimental data used for similarity computation is as follows-

a) S = sub5 = Information technology (IT )

b) QP (S) = qp7 = {quest1, quest2,…, quest10,.., quest28}

c) SF (S) = {unit1, unit2,.., unit9}

d) ∂  =  0.75

e) Sample Dataset of IT Question Paper and IT syllabus File is displayed in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively.

f) Figure 4 presents the screenshot displaying paper setter input for syllabus Coverage Evaluation. It provides the facility for
entering the general details such as details of Syllabus File, Question Paper details, Stop Words and Bloom’s Class details.

g) A snapshot of the set of units {sub5unit1, sub5unit2} with its extracted list of terms anim, applic, audio,…},{shop, amazon,
bank, card,…},….,{attach, client, definit, distribut,…} etc., and set of questions {qp7quest1, qp7quest10, qp7quest11…,
qp7quest28} with its extracted list of terms {fake, website, what}, {browser, security}, {definition, need, regular, update, virus},
{file, issues, piracy, sharing} etc.,  for qp7 is displayed in Figure 5. Extraction of terms from IT subject’s syllabus file and IT
subject’s question paper were carried out by performing four different pre-processing stages such as Tokenization, Stop Word
Removal, Filtering Taxonomy Verbs and Normalization of Words.

5.2 Results Obtained
Figure 6 below shows a sample screen shot of the process of generation of the common word pair vectors by matching each
question vector with different unit vectors.  Each of the questions among the 28 questions in the QP of IT was compared against
5 units in the IT syllabus file. IT-Word-Order-Question-Syllabus-Match generated 28 × 5 combination of values, and among
them only the common word pair vectors were identified. The maximal similarity measures among the common word pair vectors
were computed for each question in such a way that the question was finally matched to the corresponding unit to which it has
the maximal similarity measure.

Figure 7 below shows a sample screen shot of the similarity matrix computation using word order syntactic similarity measure.
Each of the questions among the 28 questions in the QP of IT was compared against the 5 units in the IT syllabus file. IT-Word-
Order-Similarity-Matrix generated  28 × 5 combination of values using word order similarity. If no similarity exists between a pair
of IT question-terms and IT unit-terms, word order similarity returned a value of zero and in every other case; it returned a value
in the range of 0.0-1.0.
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Question Paper Code   Precision    Recall F-measure

           IT 2012        0.80        0.83       0.81

           IT 2010        0.78        0.81       0.79

           IT 2009        0.77        0.82       0.79

           IT 2008        0.75        0.81       0.77

Table 3. Performance Evaluation of  It_Syllabus_Coverage

Figure 6. Computed Maximal Similarity Measure for Question to Syllabus Match

Figure 8 below represents the process of generation of IT-unit-question-groups. For each question in the IT-Common-Word-
Order-Similarity-Matrix, the highest value of similarity among a set of pair-wise similarity (IT −  quest

i 
,
 
 IT −  unit

j
) >= 75,   for i

= 1 to 28 and j =1 to 5 were found. When the highest value of similarity could get computed for an IT-quest, the question was
termed as direct; else the question was represented as indirect.

Figure 8 below shows the evaluated measure of syllabus coverage.  Under each IT-unit, marks of direct questions were added up
and were named as IT-unit-direct-question-mark. Whether or not the IT-unit-direct-question-mark of each unit could satisfy the
IT-unit-weightage of IT-syllabus file was identified and the IT-unit-direct-question-mark is updated accordingly.  Summation of
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the IT-unit-direct-question-mark of all the units was carried out to generate SE-direct-question-weightage. Using IT-direct-
question-weightage, IT-Syllabus-Coverage was computed and was represented as “Good”, as the percentage of SE-direct-
question-weightage was in the range of 61-80. Performance analysis of the results indicates that word-order similarity is a good

     Figure 7. Common Word Order Similarity Matrix (Question to Syllabus Match)

Figure 8.  Iterative stages of unit-question-groups formation
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Figure 9. Computed syllabus-Coverage Measure using unit-question-groups

measure in grouping similar questions.

6.  Performance Evaluation

In order to carry out the performance evaluation of the word-order- similarity based IT-syllabus-Coverage measure; we computed
Precision, Recall and F-measure values for the IT question-syllabus match. We have taken into consideration the IT question
papers of   four different years. Each question paper consist roughly about 30 questions which were getting matched with the
corresponding IT syllabus content. The result of computation is shown in Table 3 below.

7. Conclusion  and Future Work

This paper focused on a new approach for syllabus coverage evaluation of a question paper by performing (n × m) pair-wise
question-vector and syllabus-vector comparisons. Similarity matrix computation was carried out using common word order
similarity which is a commonly used similarity measure for short documents.  Even though word order similarity has a limitation
of identifying the word locations, this is not a major concern in our work as we deal with short text documents. Results obtained
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indicate that word order similarity is a good measure in formulating unit-wise question groups. The formulated question groups
has been found successful in identifying the syllabus coverage of a question paper by comparing the  generated unit-wise
question groups’ weightages against the actual unit-weightage specified in the syllabus file. The generated question groups are
useful in situations where novice instructors or the question paper setter or question paper moderator needs to evaluate the
syllabus coverage of a question paper and revise the questions of examination question paper accordingly. The primary
objective of this study was to identify the effectiveness of statistical measures in formulating similar question groups and
evaluating the coverage of a question paper. Our future work will focus on replacing the statistical approaches of similarity
matrix generation by latent semantic approaches.
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